IIP:  
Frequently Asked Questions

1. How will the ID degree be titled?  
The Degree will be titled: Doctor of Philosophy, Individual Interdisciplinary

2. How many credits does the Interdisciplinary PhD have to be?  
This program has been approved to require 60 credits, of which 28 are to be dissertation credits.

3. What are the advantages of pursuing this?  
The IIP program allows students to work across disciplinary boundaries to address big challenges that cross over into multiple and diverse disciplines. The student receives broad training in many areas but also depth in the subject matter. Such students have been referred to as T-stem students.

4. Is this a program to provide a structured way to have flexibility in meeting doctorate program requirements, or is it something else?  
The IIP is like any other doctoral program; must meet all doctoral requirements (see policy page on Doctoral Degree Requirements)

5. What is the application schedule? While you list an application deadline, does that mean there will be annual fall cohorts?  
The Deadline is January 31, for Fall cohorts only.

6. Does the graduate office oversee the forms required for application / graduation / etc? Or do the individual departments.  
The collaborating departments and advisors/committee mentor and advise the IIP student. The workflow of forms and so forth is the same as any other doctoral program.

7. The deadline says the end of January, but if a student’s submits earlier, can their packet be reviewed earlier?  
The pre-proposal can be reviewed by the dean earlier than the Jan timeline. However, UGC subcommittee will review the full proposal, therefore the deadline for the full proposal is January 31st. The formal application to MSU is March 8th, 2018.

8. Are the quals/comps to be a part of the proposed curriculum?  
Yes. The timeline for these transition points also must appear on a program of study.

9. What exactly do you mean by "Objectives and an outline for dissertation research," as this is really not known until a student is proposing their dissertation (usually around the 3rd year or so).  
The IIP requires that the entire program is developed prior to applying, including research concepts/objectives.

10. Can an applicant be considered for admission for a different term?  
No
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